
AccuFill is an automatic  
carton filler that gives you  
a solution to a variety  
of problems.



Scoop at the ready      Shear in action   

Scoop gently lowering product

Flexible
AccuFill can fill a variety of units, from 50lbs  

of product in a larger-format RPC container  

to 6 kg of product in a 6” x 11” corrugated box. 

It can fill from 4 to 8 units per minute, depend-

ing on target weight. Changing box size and 

weight is simple and fast. Our digital scale and 

intuitive user-interface mean you can change 

from the big RPC to the little corrugated box  

in five minutes or less. That saves you valuable 

time and keeps your lines moving, increasing 

your bottom line.

Accurate
AccuFill gives you single piece accuracy. Whether you’re filling a large RPC unit 

with sweet potatoes or a smaller corrugated one with Roma tomatoes, AccuFill 

will fill your cartons with reliable accuracy. AccuFill uses a digital load cell scale 

for consistent weights and flexible changes. You can pay more for a fancier scale, 

but you can do more and do it faster with AccuFill.

Gentle
Using a unique, two-step process, AccuFill can fill a variety of different types of 

units with your product. AccuFill starts with a high-speed fill. Unlike our com-

petitors, however, speed does not mean damage to your product. Instead, even 

at speed, our dampened scoop system places the product gently, layer by layer. 

When the container is within 2 lbs/1 kg of your target weight, the system slows 

and, using a shear to singulate the product, continues to fill the carton, piece-by-

piece until your target weight is reached. No matter what size container you’re using, AccuFill will always protect your 

product, even as it fills your containers.

Exeter Engineering can pair the AccuFill with our powered vertical box chutes to keep your lines running 

smoothly. The chutes are gentle and will keep finicky RPCs in shape just as easily as they’ll deliver small open 

top containers to a fast-moving line. Like all of our equipment, AccuFill is engineered and built to our exacting 

standards. Solid construction, simple design, intuitive software, and reliable parts mean your AccuFill will be a 

dependable partner for season after season.
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